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On November 8, Liu Kaiyang, chairman of Shandong JiubuXing Vehicle 

Technology Co., Ltd., accompanied Han Zhiming, chairman of Zhongji New Energy 

Technology Co., Ltd., with his delegation to visit our city. He went on to 

study on the "annual output of 150,000 sets of electric vehicles Control 

components and 100000 vehicle project "with the leadership of the High-tech 

Zone Management Committee for discussion. Vice Mayor Sun Changhong attended the 

forum. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The delegation first visited Hancheng New Energy Vehicle Industrial Park 

and High-tech Zone Small and Medium Enterprise Base standard workshops. At the 

symposium, Han Zhiming, chairman of Zhongji Mingyang, said that the company has 

the leading domestic technological advantages and mature manufacturing 

experience in the production of new energy automotive parts and won over 30 

national patents, especially in power supply, batteries, Motor controller 

research and development, master the core technology. Hancheng plans to do the 

first new energy electric car parts and components to do it, and then extended 

to the vehicle manufacturing project. Liu Jiuyang, a long time Star Chairman of 

the company's bearings production project also conducted a preliminary 

introduction. 
 

 
 

High-tech Zone Management Director Zhou Hao, director, said 100 billion new 

energy automotive industry has been Hancheng municipal government as Hancheng 

"five billion industrial clusters," the first is planning the construction of 

an area of about 5800 acres of new energy electric Vehicle Technology Industrial 

Park, will be in the policy, service to give businesses a full range of support 

and protection. I believe that with the addition of Ming Yang Ming in the company 

will certainly vigorously promote Hancheng new energy automotive industry. At 

present, the policy dividend and the hardware in the park have been basically 



equipped. Hopefully, the new energy technology co., Ltd. in the Yang Ming Ji 

Yang momentum for as early as possible settled in Hancheng Hi-tech Zone.  
 

 
 

Vice Mayor Sun Changhong introduced the development potential and investment 

advantages of Hancheng for the delegation from the macro-policy, the internal 

development needs of Hancheng and the industrial development. And said it would 

speed up infrastructure construction in the park and create a fully functional 

and well-equipped park environment for investors to create a comfortable 

business environment and comfortable working environment. At the same time, I 

hope both parties will deepen communication and negotiate details of cooperation 

in accordance with the principle of "meeting with each other, speed up the 

signing of projects." 

 

 
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/o8zbtjxGQolXEPv8vJTclQ 
 


